Efficiency of Benzyl Dimethyl (2-Hydroxyethyl) Ammonium Chloride as Corrosion Inhibitor in Acetic Acid
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ABSTRACT

The inhibition performance of benzyl dimethyl (2-hydroxyethyl) ammonium chloride (BDC) as corrosion inhibitor for carbon steel in 1 M acetic acid has been investigated by weight loss measurements. The aim of this study is to identify the inhibition efficiency of BDC by varies the concentration and temperature. In order to investigate the BDC performance, further study on thermodynamic and adsorption mechanism has been implied. Weight loss analysis revealed that the corrosion rate of carbon steel decreased with the increasing of BDC concentration and the achievement of inhibition efficiency reached up to 60%. Meanwhile, this performance is inversely proportional with the increasing of temperature. The result from activation parameters indicated that dissolution process of carbon steel can be restrained by formation of BDC thin film on the carbon steel surface through an adsorption process. The process of adsorption is seen to follow Langmuir adsorption isotherm and the adsorption mechanism of BDC occurred by both physisorption and chemisorption processes. The performance of this inhibitor was also supported by morphology analysis on the carbon steel surface. This study revealed that BDC has showed good inhibition properties to protect the carbon steel in acetic acid medium.

INTRODUCTION

Application of inhibitor to prevent corrosion on carbon steel was widely used in petroleum industries, water cooler system, storage tank and so on (Dkhireche et al., 2013; Hassanzadeh, 2007; Sawada et al., 2007; Keny et al., 2008). Most inhibitors are able to adsorb on the metallic compound by physisorption or chemisorption to create a thin film on the metal/solution interface. This formation became a barrier to control the dissolution process of metallic ions and suppress the corrosion activities and active reaction between the water molecules or any corrosive medium with the metal surface. In general practice, organic inhibitors containing hetero-atoms such as N, S, O and P together with unsaturated bond like double and triple bond were commonly selected especially when the acid solution is been applied (Musa et al., 2012; Tourabi et al., 2013).

Application of quaternary ammonium compound as corrosion inhibitor in acidic medium such as HCl and H₂SO₄ on various metallic compounds has been extensively studied. The existing of strong electrostatic force contributed by cationic charges and accompanied by the co-adsorption of halide ions provides sufficient tendency for adsorption process, due to charges neutralization (Vasudevan et al., 1995). Additionally, the chemical composition, chemical structure and their affinity to interact with the metallic ion were also affecting their effectiveness (Popova et al., 2011). Substitution of aromatic group such as phenyl or benzyl on the quaternary ammonium structure provides excellent contribution to increase the inhibition efficiency and surface coverage (Behpour et al., 2009; Kokalj, 2013).

The use of BDC, which is one of the quaternary ammonium compounds in acidic medium, has been rarely investigated on the metallic compound. Present study, the efficiency of BDC as corrosion inhibitor in 1 M acetic acid has been investigated for carbon steel, which is usually used in petroleum pipeline system. The focus was by varying the temperature and BDC concentration, and the study was carried out by weight loss measurement and surface analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The chemical compositions of carbon steel in weight percentage were 0.258 C, 0.466 Mn, 0.427 Si, 0.013 P, 0.015 Ni, 0.019 Cu, 0.132 Al and balance is Fe. Carbon steel was cut to the size of 12 x 10 x 5 mm and wet abraded with emery paper up to 1200 grade, rinsed with distilled water and cleaned with acetone. BDC was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. Ltd and prepared in concentration range of 2.5 to 15.0 mM in 1 M acetic acid solution. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of BDC compound.

Weight loss test was conducted at temperatures 25 to 55 ± 1°C using a thermostat controlled water bath. All samples were weighted and immediately immersed for 6 hours into different solution medium. After immersion, all samples were cleaned according to ASTM G1-03 standard and dried by blowing cold air. Analytical balance was used to determine the weight loss. The samples were reproduced in triplicate and the average was calculated. The corrosion rate, \( C_r (\text{mg/cm}^2\text{h}) \) of carbon steel in the absence and presence of different BDC concentration was calculated by equation (1):

\[
C_r = \frac{\Delta W}{At}
\]

where \( \Delta W \) is the average weight loss (mg), \( A \) is the total surface area (cm\(^2\)) and \( t \) is the immersion time (h).

Surface coverage, \( \theta \) and inhibition efficiency, \( IE\% \) of BDC were calculated by using equation (2) and equation (3), respectively:

\[
\theta = \frac{1-C_r'/C_r}{1}
\]

\[
IE\% = 100\left(1-\frac{C_r'}{C_r}\right)
\]

where \( C_r \) and \( C_r' \) are the corrosion rate of carbon steel in the absence and presence of BDC, respectively. Morphology of carbon steel surface was analyzed by scanning electron microscope model Hitachi TM3000.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the corrosion rate obtained from weight loss analysis. In this figure, the corrosion rate values decreased with the increasing of BDC concentration at all temperature. As can be seen, the lowest corrosion rate dropped was about 0.4 mg/cm\(^2\)h when applying 15 mM BDC at 55 °C as compared to 1 M acetic acid at same temperature. At 25 and 40 °C, the corrosion rate decreased in almost 0.5 to 0.2 mg/cm\(^2\)h as compared with the control medium, respectively. This result indicated that BDC has a potential to be applied as a corrosion inhibitor for carbon steel in acetic acid. By increasing the concentration, BDC molecules had more tendency to adsorb onto the carbon steel surface, thus increased the surface coverage. The adsorption of these molecules may create a barrier to protect the steel surface from reacting with water molecules and acetic acid medium. The same behavior had been to occur for many organic inhibitors (Solomon et al., 2010; Tourabi et al., 2013; Sahin et al., 2002). Meanwhile, the increment of IE% was also obtained by increasing the BDC concentration as shown in figure 3. It is important to note here that, the interaction between BDC molecules and the steel surface occurred due to electrostatic attraction and the surface coverage increased with the increasing of BDC concentration. This performance indicated that strong interaction bonding existed between the carbon steel surface and BDC cationic, N⁺. Additionally, this interaction was also contributed by π-electron bonding from the benzyl group, thus blocking the active corrosion part and decreasing the corrosion rate (Tourabi et al., 2013).

On the other hand, the rise of temperature is found to increase the corrosion rate of carbon steel in acetic acid. This result revealed that BDC molecules obtained enough energy to desorb from the steel surface into the bulk solution at higher temperature. As presented in Figure 3, the inhibition efficiency (IE%) of all BDC concentrations increased from 25 to 40 °C, but at 55 °C, it reduced the IE% at all concentration studied. In this study, the maximum IE% value has reached to 60% at 40 °C. Thus, the adsorption process of BDC in acetic acid can be considered as temperature depending.

The efficiency of BDC to inhibit the dissolution process in corrosion activity can be deliberated by thermodynamic function. One of the most important parameter is activation energy, \( E_a \) (kJ/mol). This value has been determined by applying Arrhenius equation as shown in equation (4) (Obot et al., 2012):
\[ \ln C_r = \ln A - \frac{E_a}{RT} \]  

where \( C_r \) is the corrosion rate (mg/cm\(^2\)h), \( A \) is the Arrhenius frequency factor (mg/cm\(^2\)h), \( R \) is the gas constant (8.314 J/molK) and \( T \) (K) is the absolute temperature. \( E_a \) was easily determined from the slope of linear regression between \( \ln C_r \) and \( 1/T \). The \( A \) value was determined by this intercept plot. Figure 4 shows the Arrhenius plots of different BDC concentration used and the analysis is elucidated in table 1.

---

**Fig. 2:** Corrosion rate of different BDC concentration in 1M acetic acid solution at (□) 25\(^\circ\)C, (Δ) 40\(^\circ\)C and (○) 60\(^\circ\)C.

**Fig. 3:** IE% of BDC in 1M acetic acid solution at (□) 25\(^\circ\)C, (Δ) 40\(^\circ\)C and (○) 60\(^\circ\)C.

**Fig. 4:** Arrhenius plot of carbon steel in 1 M acetic acid with and without BDC.

**Table 1:** Activation parameters for carbon steel in 1 M acetic acid with different BDC concentration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDC Con. (mM)</th>
<th>( E_a ) (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>( \Delta H ) (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>( \Delta S ) (J/molK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>41.95</td>
<td>39.36</td>
<td>-128.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>41.64</td>
<td>39.05</td>
<td>-133.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>39.35</td>
<td>36.75</td>
<td>-141.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>39.05</td>
<td>36.45</td>
<td>-142.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>37.95</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>-146.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>37.66</td>
<td>35.07</td>
<td>-147.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>36.08</td>
<td>33.48</td>
<td>-153.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data in table 1 indicated that \( E_a \) values of carbon steel immersed in different BDC concentration had slightly decreased as compared with 1 M acetic acid solution. Decreasing in \( E_a \) values in the presence of BDC suggested that the mechanism of chemisorptions process occurred by the active surface by BDC molecules. The same results were also determined by using others organic inhibitor (Behpour et al., 2010; Desimone et al., 2011). This result also indicated that the thickness of double layer has not been facilitated by BDC molecules at steel/solution interface. Decreasing in \( E_a \) values can also be elaborated in term of higher achievement in surface coverage, which is contributed by higher BDC concentration and additionally provided more efficiency to
adsorb on the carbon steel active surface. Increasing on the surface coverage will reflect to changing the rate determining step of metal dissolution to the second step of metal ions diffusion through the film of corrosion product and inhibitor (Behpour et al., 2010). It is generally known that the rate of metal dissolution was the sum of corrosion rate of the metal surface and the rate of part covered surface by adsorbed inhibitor. In the case of higher degree of surface coverage, the corrosive mechanism was directly considered from the reaction of metal surface with the inhibitor molecules and the first step of bare metal surface reaction is considering no substantial contribution (Riggs & Hurd, 1967). Thus, the $E_a$ of carbon steel in the presence of BDC can be smaller than absence of BDC compound.

On top of that, activation enthalpy, $\Delta H$ and entropy, $\Delta S$ were also being analyzed to specify the energy contribution in this corrosion process. These values can be determined by using transition state equation (5) (Behpour et al., 2009);

$$ C_r = \frac{(RT/Nh)}{\exp(\Delta S/R)} \exp(-\Delta H/RT) $$

where $C_r$ is the corrosion rate, $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is absolute temperature, $A$ is the Avogadro number ($6.022 \times 10^{23}$) and $h$ is the Planck’s constant ($6.626 \times 10^{-34}$). The values of both $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ can be measured from the slope and intercept of linear regression plot between $\ln (C_r/T)$ and $1/T$. The plot of transition state equation is shown in figure 5 and the variations of $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ for different BDC concentrations are elucidated in table 1. As presented in this table, all $\Delta H$ are positive in values, indicating that dissolution process is an endothermic in nature. The values of $\Delta S$ obtained are relatively low and negative for all BDC concentrations. This result indicated that active movement of dissolution ions has been minimized due to adsorption of BDC molecules on the steel surface. These conditions proved that BDC has a potential to inhibit the carbon steel in this acetic acid medium.

**Fig. 5:** Carbon steel transition state in 1M acetic acid with and without BDC.

The adsorption process of BDC molecules onto carbon steel surface was analyzed by series of adsorption isotherm model i.e. Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin and Dubinin-Radushkevich models. The degree of surface coverage was evaluated from the result of weight loss method. The best fitted isotherm was determined by the highest correlation coefficient, $R^2$ value. The analysis proved that the adsorption process obeyed Langmuir adsorption isotherm and the $R^2$ values are 0.995, 0.991 and 0.991 for adsorption process at temperature 25, 40 and 55 °C, respectively. According to Langmuir adsorption isotherm, the relationship between surface coverage and BDC concentrations can be calculated by equation (6) (Musa et al., 2012);

$$ \frac{C}{\theta} = \frac{1}{K_{ads}} + C $$

where $\theta$ is the surface coverage, $C$ is the BDC concentration (mM) and $K_{ads}$ is the equilibrium constant (mM$^{-1}$) of Langmuir adsorption process. The $K_{ads}$ is well known, related to free adsorption energy, $\Delta G_{ads}$ by using equation (7) (Benbouya et al., 2012);

$$ \Delta G_{ads} = -RT \ln(55.5 K_{ads}) $$

where 55.5 is the water concentration in solution, $R$ is the molar gas constant (J/molK) and $T$ is the absolute temperature (K).

**Fig. 6:** Langmuir adsorption isotherm for BDC on carbon steel at (□) 25°C, (Δ) 40°C and (○) 60°C.
Figure 6 shows the plots of C/θ versus C at different temperatures. The $K_{\text{ads}}$ was determined from the intercept of linear regression plot and the values are 0.495, 0.494 and 0.343 mM$^{-1}$ at temperature 25, 40 and 55 °C, respectively. Thus, the analyses of $AG_{\text{ads}}$ at these temperatures are -25.323, -26.598 and -26.872 kJ/mol, respectively. These results revealed that the $AG_{\text{ads}}$ values are negative at all temperature studied and indicated spontaneous adsorption processes. It is agreed that $AG_{\text{ads}}$ value at -20 kJ/mol or lower (more positive) signifies the adsorption with electrostatic interaction occurs between adsorbate and adsorbent interface namely, physisorption, while the values of more negative than -40 kJ/mol indicating that charge sharing between the molecules and metal surface has taken place namely, chemisorption (Seifzadeh et al., 2013). As obtained in this study, the values of $AG_{\text{ads}}$ are in the range of -20 kJ/mol and -40 kJ/mol, signifying both physisorption and chemisorptions processes are potentially take place. The adsorption model in this analysis was in good agreement with the above thermodynamics analysis.

According to these analyses, it is suggested that the adsorption mechanism of BDC molecules is able to take place by quasi-substitution process between the BDC molecules in solution and water molecules at the steel surface (Sahin et al., 2002; Tao et al., 2009). Since the adsorbed water dissolved into the solution, the amount of BDC ions begin to replace the active sites by electrostatic force between N$^+$ group and pi electrons bonds in the benzyl group with the negative charges on the carbon steel surface. Substitution process between BDC molecules and adsorbed water can be represented by using equation (8) (Idris et al., 2013; Sahin et al., 2002):

$$\text{BCD}_{\text{sol}} + x\text{H}_2\text{O}_{\text{ads}} \rightarrow \text{BCD}_{\text{ads}} + x\text{H}_2\text{O}_{\text{sol}}$$  (8)

where BCD$_{\text{sol}}$ and BCD$_{\text{ads}}$ represent the BDC molecules in the solution and as adsorbed position, respectively. $\text{H}_2\text{O}_{\text{ads}}$ represents the initial water molecules adsorbed on carbon steel and $x$ is the number of water molecules replaced from this process. At low concentration, it was believed that BDC molecules will occupy less surface area of the steel and dissolution process takes place on the surface active site. By increasing the concentration, more compact of BDC thin film formed and acted as a barrier to prevent the steel from corrodes.

Scanning electron microscopy has been used to analyze the effect of BDC on the carbon steel surface. Figure 7a shows the micrograph of carbon steel immersed in 1 M acetic acid for six hours in the absence of BDC. The micrograph indicated that a strong damage occurred in the steel surface due to corrosion effect. However, micrograph in Figure 7b with the presence of 5 mM BDC in 1 M acetic acid was remarkably improved and less damage in comparison to uninhibited carbon steel. This morphology proved that BDC molecules were successfully adsorbed and created a thin film to suppress the dissolution process of metallic ions.

![Fig. 7: Morphology analysis of carbon steel surface (a) without BDC and (b) with 5 mM BDC in 1M acetic acid for six hours.](image)

**Conclusion:**

This study revealed that BDC is able to inhibit the corrosion of carbon steel in 1M acetic acid by forming a thin film barrier. The inhibition efficiency of this inhibitor is depending on the temperature and concentration used. The adsorption process of BDC onto the carbon steel followed Langmuir adsorption isotherm model and the adsorption mechanism occurred due to physisorption and chemisorption process.
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